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Make the Move to Horizon 7 Advanced or Horizon 7 Enterprise Edition

Call Script

Hi, this is [Sales Rep] calling from VMware. I’d like to get a better sense of some of the challenges you are facing when it comes to 
managing end users in your environment and see how VMware Horizon® 7, our flagship desktop and application virtualization platform, 
might help you better address some of these issues. Just recently, Horizon was named the leader in the IDC MarketScape report—
above all other virtual desktop and application vendors. It is a proven desktop and application virtualization platform with RDSH and 
full support for application publishing. And, it is designed to help you maximize operational efficiencies, drive down costs, consolidate 
control, and deliver user services at the speed of life. Now we’re taking it even further with Horizon 7—delivering simplicity, security, 
speed, scale, and savings, like never before.

Today, customers like Colt, Nike, CBRE, and iQor are all turning to Horizon to provide developers, designers, mobile workers, and 
remote workers with better access to end-user-computing resources across devices and locations.

And when it comes to this offering, things just got better. We have made several exciting new enhancements to Horizon 7. All of these 
enhancements are now available in the Horizon 7 Enterprise Edition—so there has never been a better time or reason to buy, or [for 
existing customers] to upgrade.

Let me take you through what’s new with Horizon 7.

Just-In-Time Delivery with Instant-Clone Technology
This first-to-market capability from VMware provides a new, dramatically accelerated means to provision fully featured, personalized, 
customized virtual desktops. With Instant-Clone Technology built into VMware vSphere®, combined with VMware App Volumes™ and 
VMware User Environment Manager™, administrators can rapidly spin up desktops for users that retain user customization, persona, 
and user-installed apps from session to session, even though the desktop itself is destroyed when the user logs out. Virtual desktops 
benefit from the latest OS and application patches automatically applied between user logins, without any disruptive recompose, 
resulting in the elimination of patch maintenance windows. This capability is delivering customers the VDI nirvana of fully customized 
and personalized desktops, built on the economics and security of stateless, nonpersistent desktops. 

Cloud Pod Architecture Improved Scale
Cloud Pod Architecture now scales to support 50,000 sessions across up to 4 sites, with 10 pods of infrastructure. Customers can 
aggregate multiple pods in either the same data center or different data centers and entitle users to a desktop in any location. 
Organizations now benefit from unprecedented ability to scale, with improved failover performance. 

Smart Policies with Streamlined Access
Horizon 7 also introduces a robust suite of security and policy-focused capabilities that help customers improve their overall security 
posture, with a multilayered, defense-in-depth approach that goes from client endpoint to data center to the extended virtual 
infrastructure. Smart Policies deliver a real-time, policy-based system with intelligent, contextual, role-based management that’s 
seamlessly integrated.

•	True SSO – Streamlines the end-to-end login experience. Users logging in and authenticating via Identity Manager would previously 
be presented with a second login prompt to access their Windows desktop, using their AD credentials. True SSO seamlessly bypasses 
this secondary login request for users who’ve already authenticated via Identity Manager, using a short-lived Horizon virtual 
certificate, enabling a password-free Windows login that brings them immediately to their desktop, for a secure, simplified, and faster 
overall experience. 

•	Policy-Managed Client Features – Contextually aware, fine-grained control of client-side capabilities, for a more robust security 
posture with improved IT manageability. Now IT can selectively enable or disable features like clipboard redirection, USB, printing, 
and client drive redirection. Customers can now use policy to ensure that, for instance, a desktop login from a network location 
considered unsecure, results in disabling of security-sensitive features like cut/paste or USB drive access. Additionally, PCoIP 
Bandwidth Profile settings allow IT to customize the user experience based on user context and location.  All of this can be enforced 
based on role, evaluated at login/logout, disconnect/reconnect, and at predetermined refresh intervals for consistent application of 
policy across the entirety of the user experience.
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Blast Extreme
Adding to PCoIP, we now offer customers additional choice and flexibility with our brand new Blast Extreme display technology, 
purpose built and optimized for the digital workspace. Built on industry-standard H.264 protocol, Blast Extreme supports the 
broadest range of client devices, billions of them, that are already H.264 capable. Customers can choose between Blast Extreme, 
PCoIP, and RDP based on their use cases and client device choices. Blast Extreme offers a lot of inherent advantages over PCoIP in 
addition to client device support. These include the ability to leverage both TCP or UDP network transport and lower CPU 
consumption for longer battery life on mobile devices. Additionally, when combined with GPU-based hardware acceleration in the 
host, such as NVIDIA GRID, we have a complete solution that dramatically improves graphics performance end to end for the most 
visually intensive applications, in any use case. 

These new capabilities are in addition to an already robust platform that offers:

•	App Volumes and User Environment Manager – Together these technologies allow you to deliver applications and manage 
end users across your virtual desktop and published application environment. With App Volumes, applications are delivered to 
virtualized desktops in seconds through VMDK virtual disks, without modifying the virtual machine or applications themselves. 
These applications can be scaled out to Horizon 7 virtual desktops with superior performance, at lower costs, and without 
compromising end-user experience. With User Environment Manager (formerly Immidio), you can easily migrate and manage user 
profiles and policies across physical, virtual, and cloud-hosted desktops.

•	Support for both Windows- and Linux-based desktops – Support more use cases across your organization inclusive of task 
workers, mobile workers, and developers with easy access to Windows as well as Linux desktops including RHEL, Ubuntu, CentOS, 
and NeoKylin.

•	NVIDIA GRID vGPU support for apps and desktops as well as AMD vDGA for desktops so that your end users can enjoy and create 
immersive 3D content from the cloud. Horizon 7 with vGPU supports true hardware acceleration across multiple virtual machines to 
drive down costs, and provides your organization with a simple, scalable, and tightly integrated VMware end-to-end solution.

•	RDSH-hosted application support – VMware supports local printing for hosted apps, session-based desktops, and Windows Server 
VDI desktops for Windows, Linux, and Macs. We support hosted apps across more clients including Linux and Windows Store in 
addition to our updated Windows, Mac, Android, and iOS clients as well as scanners, USB drives, Ultra HD monitors, and USB as well 
as support for file association and Lync 2013. And if you have large, geographically dispersed infrastructure, Horizon 7 makes it easier 
than ever to support RDSH-hosted apps while ensuring fast, easy access for end users across locations. 

•	Software-Defined Networking and Security with VMware NSX – Delivers new speed, simplicity, and extensibility for desktop and 
network administrators who want to secure virtual users now residing amidst other mission-critical infrastructure in the data center. 
NSX places each desktop in a virtual distributed firewall, also known as microsegmentation, administered through centralized policy 
that’s automatically attached to every virtual desktop. And with a growing technology partner ecosystem, you can extend security 
right into the desktop itself, integrating the capabilities of solutions from Intel Security, Trend Micro, Palo Alto Networks, and more.

•	SysTrack Desktop Assessment (SDA) – This cloud-hosted, self-service platform leverages Lakeside Software and is designed 
to allow you to perform a free assessment on VMware vCloud® Air™ infrastructure so that you can right-size your environment 
according to your actual end users, apps, and workstyles, and accelerate your time to value. 

•	VMware Virtual SAN™ – Support over 4,000 end users per cluster and easily move storage across desktops and locations to provide 
end users with the best possible experience. 

•	VMware vRealize™ Operations for Horizon – Supports monitoring for both Horizon 7 as well as Citrix XenApp 6.5 environments.

KEY  
QUESTIONS

ANSWERS TALKING POINTS PROOF  
POINTS

Can you tell me 
what version of 
View you are 
using today?

View 4.0, 
4.5,
4.6, 5.0, 
5.3, 6

Horizon 7 offers many new features and allows you to cost-effectively support 
many more use cases. Perhaps most significantly, this release supports published 
applications—allowing you to simply and cost-effectively support remote and 
mobile end users that need access to just a few apps.

If you are on an earlier release, moving to Horizon 7 is easy and involves a simple, 
in-place migration.

Horizon 7 
product page

http://www.vmware.com/products/horizon-view
http://www.vmware.com/products/horizon-view
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KEY  
QUESTIONS

ANSWERS TALKING POINTS PROOF  
POINTS

How familiar are 
you with the  
new product 
capabilities of 
Horizon 7?

A little 
Not much

Unlike Horizon View (now known as Horizon 7 Standard Edition), Horizon 7, 
including our popular Horizon 7 Enterprise Edition, supports

•	Desktop virtualization and application publishing from a single platform with 
PCoIP and Blast Extreme display protocols.

•	Unified workspace for secure access to virtual desktops, RDSH-hosted apps, 
packaged VMware ThinApp® apps, SaaS and Web apps, and Citrix XenApps.

•	Rapid desktop provisioning with Just-in-Time Delivery with Instant-Clone 
Technology, enabling IT to spin up desktop capacity on demand, with cloud-like 
speed and simplicity.

•	Real-time application delivery to virtual desktop and published application 
environments, for a fully customizable and persistent desktop to end users with 
the economics of a nonpersistent virtual desktop architecture.

•	User environment management with profile and policy management for end 
users across physical, virtual, and cloud-hosted environments.

•	Smart Policies that provide contextual, role-based administration of client-side 
features, tied to security policy, combined with True SSO for a streamlined, 
single-click, password-free desktop login.

•	Blast Extreme for a transformational user experience that’s purpose built 
for the mobile cloud, accessible on any H.264-capable device, with lower 
CPU consumption and better battery life for mobile devices and support for 
intensive 2D and 3D graphics.

•	Virtual storage for desktop workloads with easy installation and automated 
management through the Horizon console.

•	Image management for physical devices.

•	Automated desktop provisioning capability with a VMware vCenter™ 
Orchestrator Appliance™ plug-in for VMware vRealize Automation™.

•	End-to-end monitoring for easy troubleshooting and faster remediation across 
Horizon 7 and Citrix XenApp and XenDesktop 7.6 environments with VMware 
vRealize Operations Manager for Horizon.

•	A brand new subscription-based pricing option for Horizon 7 environments 
managed through our new Horizon Air Hybrid Mode. This new option makes 
it possible for customers to pair the Horizon Air Hybrid Mode Service with 
two on-premises infrastructure options (Horizon 7 or hyper-converged 
infrastructure appliances) for the same low annual price. 

Horizon 7 
datasheet

Do you have end 
users that need 
access to just a 
few applications 
and not a full 
desktop?
Are you using 
XenApp today?

Yes and 
Yes

Through our unified workspace, end users can now access their XenApp RDSH-
hosted apps, packaged ThinApps, and SaaS and Web apps alongside their virtual 
desktops. And we just announced support for printing with RDSH-hosted apps.

When it comes to RDSH-hosted apps and session-based desktops, VMware 
provides end users with the ability to enjoy a wide range of capabilities including 
printing, scanner redirection, access to USB drives, client drive redirection, smart 
card support, folder association, Lync 2013 support, and access to apps through an 
HTML Web browser.

Today, the unified workspace supports XenApp 5, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, and 7.6.

Any Citrix XenApps that run on Windows Server 2008 or 2012 will run through 
Horizon 7 as RDSH-hosted apps.

If you are not planning on moving from Citrix XenApp 6.5 to XenApp 7.6, why not 
take your SA dollars and move them into Horizon 7 Advanced or Horizon 7 
Enterprise and consolidate management of your desktops and apps in one place?

Unified 
Workspace in 
Horizon video

www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon-view/VMware-Horizon-View-Datasheet.pdf
www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon-view/VMware-Horizon-View-Datasheet.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2SstavM0r9A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2SstavM0r9A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2SstavM0r9A
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KEY  
QUESTIONS

ANSWERS TALKING POINTS PROOF  
POINTS

Are you looking 
to support  
Linux-based 
desktops for any 
of your end 
users?

Yes Horizon 7 enables you to support both Windows desktops and applications as well 
as Linux desktops. Horizon 7 Enterprise Edition currently supports a broad range of 
Linux options including Ubuntu, RHEL, CentOS, and NeoKylin. Together with 
NVIDIA, Horizon for Linux additionally provides support for vGPU to support even 
the most intensive 3D graphics.

Linux 
datasheet

Are you looking 
for an easier way 
to deliver and 
manage 
applications?

Yes App Volumes allows you to deliver common applications across virtual machines 
through VMDKs to end users at login—in seconds. This technology allows you to 
deliver truly stateless desktops to end users while leveraging a nonpersistent 
architecture on the back end to drive down costs.

App Volumes 
datasheet

Are you looking 
to enable profile 
management 
across physical, 
virtual, and cloud-
hosted desktops 
at no additional 
cost?

Yes User Environment Manager (formerly Immidio) allows you to apply policy and 
profile settings that follow users across devices and locations to make adoption, 
management, and day-to-day operations easier. Accelerate management, 
migrations, and onboarding, including configuration settings for applications, 
shortcuts, mappings, and group policy settings. 

Horizon 7 
datasheet

Would you like to 
be able to rapidly 
provide your 
users a desktop 
or workspace 
experience  
that’s fully 
customizable, 
personalized,  
and persistent, 
without 
sacrificing the 
economic benefit 
of nonpersistent 
desktops that 
leverage a single 
operating image 
for all users?

Yes Horizon 7 leverages Instant-Clone Technology to dramatically reduce infrastructure 
requirements while enhancing security. Instant-Clone and App Volumes technology 
allows you to deliver brand new personalized desktop and application services 
instantly to end users every time they log in. Instant Clone for Horizon does for app 
and desktop virtualization what vMotion did for vSphere. 

•	Deliver pristine, high-performance personalized desktops to end users every 
time they log in.

•	Reduce endpoint security concerns by destroying desktops every time a user 
logs out.

•	Drastically lower infrastructure costs by pooling required infrastructure and 
drive down storage costs by over 30 percent with a truly stateless desktop.

Horizon 7 
datasheet

http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon/vmware-horizon-for-linux-solution-brief.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon/vmware-horizon-for-linux-solution-brief.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/appvolumes/vmware-appvolumes-datasheet.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/appvolumes/vmware-appvolumes-datasheet.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon-view/VMware-Horizon-View-Datasheet.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon-view/VMware-Horizon-View-Datasheet.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon-view/VMware-Horizon-View-Datasheet.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon-view/VMware-Horizon-View-Datasheet.pdf
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KEY  
QUESTIONS

ANSWERS TALKING POINTS PROOF  
POINTS

Would you like to 
improve security 
by selectively 
enabling and 
disabling client 
features like 
clipboard, USB, 
printing, and 
client drives, 
based on user 
role, location, and 
other context?

Yes Horizon 7 Smart Policies include policy-managed client features delivering 
contextually aware, fine-grained control of client-side capabilities, for a more 
robust security posture with improved IT manageability. Now IT can selectively 
enable or disable features like clipboard redirection, USB, printing, and client 
drive redirection. Customers can now use policy to ensure that, for instance, a 
desktop login from a network location considered unsecure results in disabling of 
security-sensitive features like cut/paste or USB drive access. Additionally, PCoIP 
Bandwidth Profile settings allow IT to customize the user experience based on 
user context and location. All of this can be enforced based on role, evaluated at 
login/logout, disconnect/reconnect, and at predetermined refresh intervals for 
consistent application of policy across the entirety of the user experience.

Horizon 7 
datasheet

Do you have 
developers or 
employees who 
work with 3D 
applications and 
who may not be 
located within 
corporate 
headquarters?

Yes, I have 
offshore 
developers.

VMware Horizon 7 supports NVIDIA GRID vGPU for both desktops and apps to 
allow your power users and developers secure access to workstation-class 
graphics from the cloud. Designed to securely and cost-effectively support end 
users across locations, this new capability rounds out VMware 3D support, which 
spans non-hardware-accelerated 3D, dedicated 3D, and vGPU.

Horizon Blast 
3D Web page

Are you looking 
to leverage virtual 
storage for your 
desktop 
workloads to help 
drive down costs?

I have a 
SAN but 
may need 
some 
overflow 
capacity.

VMware Virtual SAN integration with Horizon 7 gives you simple and high-
performance storage for virtual desktops that can be easily installed through the 
VMware vSphere Web client and managed through the Horizon management 
console. With Virtual SAN you can enjoy all-flash performance, double the density, 
and support up to 4,000 users per cluster to drive down your overall costs. Stretch 
cluster capabilities also ensure that you can support end users with high-
performance desktops across locations at all times.
And, if you are looking to streamline management while leveraging Virtual SAN, 
you can also take advantage of VMware EVO:RAIL™—a fully converged appliance 
that allows you to cost-effectively and simply deploy and manage virtual desktop 
and application workloads.

VDI 
Performance 
Benchmarking 
on VMware 
Virtual SAN 
5.5 blog

Is the security 
and compliance 
of your end-user-
computing 
environment a 
concern for you?

Yes Horizon 7 allows you to maintain control while simplifying authentication and 
access for end users across all VMware desktop products. Horizon 7 aggregates 
and simplifies the management of multiple identity sources like Active Directory 
and LDAP and provides end users with fast, single-sign-on access to all of their 
end-user-computing resources.

Horizon 7 
datasheet

http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon-view/VMware-Horizon-View-Datasheet.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon-view/VMware-Horizon-View-Datasheet.pdf
www.vmware.com/go/horizon-3D
www.vmware.com/go/horizon-3D
https://blogs.vmware.com/performance/2014/03/vdi-performance-benchmarking-vmware-virtual-san-5-5.html
https://blogs.vmware.com/performance/2014/03/vdi-performance-benchmarking-vmware-virtual-san-5-5.html
https://blogs.vmware.com/performance/2014/03/vdi-performance-benchmarking-vmware-virtual-san-5-5.html
https://blogs.vmware.com/performance/2014/03/vdi-performance-benchmarking-vmware-virtual-san-5-5.html
https://blogs.vmware.com/performance/2014/03/vdi-performance-benchmarking-vmware-virtual-san-5-5.html
https://blogs.vmware.com/performance/2014/03/vdi-performance-benchmarking-vmware-virtual-san-5-5.html
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon-view/VMware-Horizon-View-Datasheet.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon-view/VMware-Horizon-View-Datasheet.pdf
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KEY  
QUESTIONS

ANSWERS TALKING POINTS PROOF  
POINTS

Are you 
concerned about 
the rising threat 
of insider-led 
breaches, and the 
exposure 
potentially 
created by 
hundreds or 
thousands of 
virtual users now 
residing amidst 
your mission-
critical assets?

Yes VMware NSX for Horizon brings speed and simplicity to VDI networking. Within 
seconds, IT administrators can create and change policies that automatically 
attach to virtual desktops and dynamically follow users across devices and 
locations. No need for time-consuming network provisioning or security rules. 
Organizations can easily scale up or down, knowing that each end user’s network 
security policy will remain intact. 

Extending security policy from the data center to the device, this joint solution 
additionally provides a highly extensible platform that can integrate with industry 
leaders in antivirus, malware, intrusion-prevention services, and next-generation 
security policies.

NSX for 
Horizon  
Web page

How are you 
currently 
managing any 
physical 
endpoints in your 
environment?
Are you planning 
on upgrading any 
of your physical 
endpoints to 
Windows 7 or 8.1 
this year?

Yes VMware Mirage™, our central image management solution for physical PCs, 
comes with Horizon 7 Advanced and Horizon 7 Enterprise editions. This solution 
takes advantage of dynamic layering of the endpoint to streamline image 
management and OS migrations. Mirage also includes automated system 
recovery, even across distributed environments.

Mirage 
product page

Are you 
supporting BYO 
PCs or workers 
that are 
disconnected 
from the network 
for extended 
periods of time 
(like sales) in your 
environment 
today?

Yes VMware Horizon FLEX™ can help give your IT organization an easy way to 
centrally manage containerized desktops that are being used offline. This is a 
type 2 hypervisor solution that allows BYO users to maintain their underlying 
personal image, while allowing IT to just manage, patch, and update corporate 
resources.

Horizon FLEX 
datasheet

http://www.vmware.com/go/horizon-nsx
http://www.vmware.com/go/horizon-nsx
http://www.vmware.com/go/horizon-nsx
http://www.vmware.com/products/horizon-mirage
http://www.vmware.com/products/horizon-mirage
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon-flex/vmware-horizon-flex-datasheet.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/horizon-flex/vmware-horizon-flex-datasheet.pdf
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KEY  
QUESTIONS

ANSWERS TALKING POINTS PROOF  
POINTS

How are you 
currently 
monitoring and 
remediating your 
VDI environment?
Are you 
leveraging 
vRealize 
Operations 
Manager for 
Horizon in the 
data center?

I’m not

Yes

VMware vRealize Operations Manager for Horizon is included in Horizon 7 
Enterprise and gives you a holistic view into your environment from the data 
center through to your desktops and applications, so you can easily monitor and 
remediate issues and proactively ensure great user experience. Customers can 
now additionally leverage this same tool to manage and monitor Citrix XenApp 
7.6 environments as well.

Sophisticated 
Dynamic 
Thresholds 
white paper

Next Steps / Call to Action

•	Register for VMware Hands-On Labs.

•	Set up meeting or demo to explore further.

http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/vcenter/VMware-vCenter-Operations-Sophisticated-Dynamic-Thresholds-WP-EN.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/vcenter/VMware-vCenter-Operations-Sophisticated-Dynamic-Thresholds-WP-EN.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/vcenter/VMware-vCenter-Operations-Sophisticated-Dynamic-Thresholds-WP-EN.pdf
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/vcenter/VMware-vCenter-Operations-Sophisticated-Dynamic-Thresholds-WP-EN.pdf
http://labs.hol.vmware.com/

